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(ii) if there is a response from the market and intended trade is equal to or below the bid, 

the TP must hit the bid (giving the seller a better fill and the buyer none). Conversely 

if the intended trade is equal to or above the offer, the TP must lift the offer giving the 

buyer a better fill and the seller none; or 

(iii) if there is a response from the market and there is not enough volume to fill the 

intended trade on screen then the trade may be partially executed on screen and the 

rest done as pre-negotiation. 

Example: Intended trade: Buy/Sell BNM7 @ 38.50 10 lots 

Response to message on screen: Bid 38.00 5 lots, OFFER 38.50 5 lots 

Then TP must buy 5 lots @ 38.50 from screen and then executes BUY/SELL 5 lots@ 38.50 as a pre-negotiated 

trade. The seller still has 5 more to sell which the TP must deal with according to the FGL Operating Rules. 

The key points of note are: 

 a TP may only pre-negotiate trades for clients who have agreements in place to engage in Pre-

negotiation; 

 orders may be aggregated from Clients in satisfaction or part satisfaction of the originating Client 

Order, providing each order being aggregated is itself of minimum pre-negotiation volume for the 

product and aggregation is performed in accordance with the ASIC Market Integrity Rules (Futures 

Markets) 2017, Rule 3.1.6.; 

 a TP must place a request for quote through the Message Facility with all relevant information 

specified in the FGL Procedures; 

 t ;  

 the TP must wait a minimum of 30 seconds after sending the message before executing the trade; 

 the trade must be priced within the current bid/offer range if a range exists on-screen; 

 the trade must be executed within 90 seconds following the 30 second wait; 

 on-screen volume must be transacted with first if a price overlap exists; and 

 any remaining volume to be traded can be pre-negotiated or entered on-screen providing all 

applicable rules are adhered to. 

Please refer to FGL Operating Rules and FGL Procedures for further details. 

FGL has issued this Guidance Note to give general assistance to Trading Participants and Clearing Entities 
in their compliance with the Operating Rules. FGL is not bound by this Guidance Note in any particular 
case. This Guidance Note is not legal advice and Trading Participants and Clearing Entities should seek 
their own professional advice on their obligations under the Operating Rules in their particular 
circumstances. FGL may replace this Guidance Note at any time. Current Guidance Notes are available 
at www.fex.com.au/Guidance or by contacting FGL on enquiries@fex.com.au or on +61 2 8024 5200 

Defined terms in this Guidance Note have the meaning given in the Operating Rules. 


